Abstract—Electric trucks usually need to charge their batteries during long-range delivery missions, and the charging times are often nontrivial. As charging resources are limited, waiting times for some trucks can be prolonged at certain stations. To facilitate the efficient operation of electric trucks, we propose a distributed charging coordination framework. Within the scheme, the charging stations provide waiting estimates to incoming trucks upon request and assign charging ports according to the first-come, first-served rule. Based on the updated information, the individual trucks compute where and how long to charge whenever approaching a charging station or in order to complete their delivery missions timely and cost-effectively. We perform empirical studies for trucks traveling over the Swedish road network and compare our scheme with the one where charging plans are computed offline, assuming unlimited charging facilities. It is shown that the proposed scheme outperforms the offline approach at the expense of little communication overhead.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicle electrification has emerged as a global trend to cope with climate change and energy shortages [1]. As road freight transportation accounts for sizable portions of emissions both in Europe [2], [3] and around the globe [4], replacing diesel-engine trucks with electric ones can bring major benefits. In this endeavor, various tax reductions and subsidiary policies have been introduced [5], [6] to increase the market shares of electric trucks. Still, however, several challenges remain to hinder their wide adoption.

One such problem is known as range anxiety [7], which refers to the unease of drivers due to insufficient battery energy for reaching the intended destinations. This is particularly true for trucks with long-range delivery missions, where even fully charged batteries can not cover the whole range. Therefore, it is often necessary to plan where and how long to recharge the truck within a given collection of charging stations. To date, there have been extensive works developing viable charging strategies. For instance, [8] and [9] investigated the optimal planning of charging stops for electric trucks, which also integrate with the mandatory rest schedules of drivers. Some other works, such as [10]–[12], transformed the optimal charging problem into the well-known vehicle routing problem, where optimality can refer to consuming the least amount of energy, cost, or time.

In all the works mentioned earlier, charging ports are assumed to be available whenever a truck arrives at a charging station. However, in reality, this could be hard to guarantee, given the limited charging resources at every station, the long charging procedure, as well as the unknown charging plans of others. As a result, drivers may find themselves caught in prolonged waiting queues, leading to larger labor costs, and potential violation of the delivery deadlines. To address the tension between the limited charging infrastructure and the desired growing number of electric trucks, research emphasizing the coordination of charging strategies has also gained increasing attention in recent years. The coordination can be achieved by trucks, stations, or both parties combined, leading to various architectures.

A considerable amount of literature researches how trucks compute their charging strategies with little effort required on the station side. These works can be classified according to the objects they optimize, including minimizing the additional waiting time at stations [13], [14], the total travel time of the journey [15], and the charging and travel times combined with the charging cost [16]. In these works, stochastic arrival processes of vehicles are assumed or synthetic trip data are leveraged in modeling the queuing system at charging stations. Some research treats the charging coordination problem from the perspective of stations that plan the charging schedules for trucks. The goal is to optimize the charging facility usage [17], distribute charging demands among stations [18], or avoid peak load in the smart grid [19], to name only a few. A few studies have also investigated efficient approaches to coordinating charging behaviors holistically. For example, [20] proposed a heuristic algorithm to seek optimal charging scheduling by maximizing the social welfare of electric vehicles, charging stations, and power plants. Similar centrally coordinated methods typically require extensive information communication and full control of each component involved in the network.

In this work, we present a two-layer charging coordination framework to facilitate the charging planning of trucks and to mitigate congestion in charging stations. Within our scheme, trucks compute their individual charging plans without informing each other. Instead, it is based upon information exchanged with nearby stations. The stations schedule charging orders according to the first-come, first-served rule while providing local information to trucks upon request for collective good. Although our scheme shares
in spirit some features of the methods in the literature, it highlights the following properties:

i) It is fully distributed and applies to cases where all parties do not belong to the same fleet;
ii) It is light-weight, involving only simple information exchange between trucks and stations;
iii) It is adaptive, enabling changes in the charging plans of trucks when needed via real-time computation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II provides an overview of the two-layer coordination framework consisting of trucks and charging stations. The scheduling mechanism and waiting time computation performed by charging stations are introduced in Section III. Then, in Section IV, we present the charging planning computation of individual trucks when they receive the information provided by nearby stations. The results of numerical studies based on realistic data are presented in Section V, followed by concluding remarks and future research directions in Section VI.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE COORDINATION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we provide an overview of the proposed coordination framework. It is applied to a collection of charging stations with communication capabilities to trucks and a large number of trucks aiming to minimize their own transport costs. We emphasize the information exchanged between the stations and trucks, the computation executed by them, as well as the instances at which the communication and computation are carried out. Further details will be given in the subsequent sections.

Throughout we assume the following conditions hold:

a) There is a fixed number of charging stations, each with a fixed amount of charging ports.
b) For all the trucks traversing the road network, their routes are pre-planned and fixed, and heading to charging stations may lead to detours.
c) All the charging stations and trucks are operating for their own interests.

In particular, conditions a) and b) simplify the computations required for both charging stations and trucks. Our proposed framework is tailored for problems where condition c) holds, but may also be used in cases where either part of or all the stations and/or trucks operate in collaboration.

With the conditions stated in mind, we are now ready to describe our distributed coordination framework. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the main roads of the traffic network are divided into road segments by ramps, which are the starting points of shortest detours leading to single charging stations. Whenever a truck reaches a ramp in its pre-planned route, the following sequence of communications and computations occur:

1) The truck sends to the corresponding station the anticipated arrival time, which is the present time plus the detour time \( d \) for reaching the station.
2) The charging station computes the anticipated waiting time \( \hat{w} \) and return it to the truck.
3) Based on the waiting time \( \hat{w} \), the truck updates its charging plan and sends to the corresponding station the planned charging time at that station.
4) If the planned charging time is nonzero, the charging station places the truck into the queue and updates related information.

A summary of the architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that there is no communication between stations and between individual trucks; there is only information exchange between trucks and stations. Moreover, since a ramp corresponds to a unique station, a truck only communicates with a single station when updating its charging plan. Besides, one may note all the computations are carried out locally, so the coordination framework is fully distributed. In what follows, we provide details on the computations carried out by stations and trucks, respectively.

III. SCHEDULING AND COMPUTATION AT CHARGING STATION

This section describes the mechanism according to which each charging station schedules charging and updates its local information. For simplicity, we focus on the case where a station only maintains communication with a single truck at any time instance. Extensions to the setup where a station can communicate with a group of vehicles simultaneously are provided in the end.

Given a charging station \( S \), let us denote by \( C \) the collection of its charging ports. For every charging port \( c \in C \), it maintains an available time \( a_c \), which is the earliest
time from when the port becomes available onward. Upon receiving an anticipated arrival time $\tilde{t}_a$ of a truck, the station computes the anticipated waiting time $\tilde{w}$ as

$$\tilde{w} = \max \left\{ \min(a_c - \tilde{t}_a), 0 \right\},$$

which compares the available times of its ports with the received arrival time. The obtained value is sent to the truck that initiated the communication.

According to the designed mechanism, the truck updates its charging plans and sends back to the station the planned charging time $t$. If $t = 0$, the availability times $a_c$ remain unchanged for all $c$. Otherwise, let us denote by $c^*$ the port that achieves the minimum in (1), i.e.,

$$c^* \in \arg \min_{c \in C} a_c.$$

Then the port $c^*$ is assigned to the truck in communication from $\tilde{t}_a + \tilde{w}$ for a duration of $t$, and the available time of the port $c^*$ is updated to $a_{c^*} = \tilde{t}_a + \tilde{w} + t$, while other times remain unchanged.

Note that the mechanism introduced above follows the first-come, first-served rule. It ensures that the charging time is spent consecutively in the same port, and is easy to carry out. On the other hand, it admits extensions provided more information is exchanged between the station and the truck. For example, in addition to the anticipated arrival time $\tilde{t}_a$, if the truck also provides an anticipated charging time upper bound $\bar{t}$ (which could be the charging time needed for the battery to be fully charged), the anticipated charging waiting time may be reduced, at the expense of maintaining a detailed schedule of individual ports.\(^1\) In addition, it may also communicate simultaneously with a group of trucks by providing the waiting times of one port to one truck, according to a certain order. In the present work as well as the subsequent empirical studies, we focus on the case where a station talks to one truck at one time.

IV. Charging Planning by Trucks

Having described the scheduling mechanism of charging stations, we now introduce the computations carried out by individual trucks. As discussed earlier, when reaching a ramp, a truck sends its anticipated arrival time to the corresponding station, initiating communications and computations. This time is simply the sum of the current clock time and the time needed to reach the station from the ramp. In contrast, the computation of the planned charging time at the station requires consideration of various factors. We cast the charging problem addressed by the trucks as mixed-integer linear programs, which are modified in part from our previous work \([9]\). In what follows, we provide a brief account of the model for the charging problems faced by trucks, as well as the optimization problem upon receiving the anticipated waiting time at the present station. For simplicity, constraints related to drowsy driving discussed in \([9]\) are not considered here. However, they can be incorporated into the present framework without modification of any part discussed earlier. Interested readers are referred to \([9]\) for further details.

A. Model of the Charging Problem

We assume each truck has a fixed pre-planned route between its origin and destination, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Along this route, $N$ charging stations are available, and there are detours connecting the $k$th station $S_k$ to corresponding ramps $r_k$, $k = 1, \ldots, N$. In particular, the origin and destination are denoted by $r_0$ and $r_{N+1}$, respectively. The main route is divided into $N + 1$ road segments by the ramps, with the traverse time from $r_k$ to $r_{k+1}$ denoted by $\tau_k$, $k = 0, \ldots, N$. The detour time between $r_k$ and $S_k$ is denoted by $d_k$.

Upon arrival at $r_k$, the following two decisions need to be made: (i) whether to charge the truck at $S_k$; and (ii) how long to charge the truck if deciding to charge at $S_k$. The two decisions are represented by the following variables:

$$b_k \in \{0, 1\}, \quad t_k \in \mathbb{R}_+, \quad k = 1, \ldots, N, \quad (2)$$

where $b_k = 1$ if the truck decides to charge at its $k$th charging station and 0 otherwise, $t_k$ denotes the planned charging time of the truck at $S_k$ if $b_k = 1$, and $\mathbb{R}_+$ represents the set of nonnegative reals.

For the completion of delivery missions, it is necessary to maintain sufficient energy levels upon reaching all ramps. We use hard constraints to encode such requirements. For a given truck, let $e_{\text{ini}}$ be the initial battery at its origin and $e_k$ its remaining battery when it first arrives at its ramp $r_k$. The dynamics of $e_k$ over ramps are given as

$$e_1 = e_{\text{ini}} - \bar{P} \tau_0, \quad (3a)$$

$$e_{k+1} = e_k + b_k \Delta e_k - \bar{P} (2b_k d_k + \tau_k), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N, \quad (3b)$$

where $\bar{P}$ is the truck’s battery consumption per travel time unit and $\Delta e_k$ denotes the increased battery charged at $S_k$. To ensure that the remaining battery of a truck when it arrives at its ramp $r_k$ is sufficient for reaching $S_k$, we require that

$$e_k \geq e_s + \bar{P} d_k, \quad k = 1, \ldots, N, \quad (4a)$$

$$e_{N+1} \geq e_s, \quad (4b)$$

where $e_s$ is a constant margin for safe operation. The charging process is approximately modeled by a linear model, given as

$$\Delta e_k = t_k \min \{ P_k, P_{\text{max}} \}, \quad k = 1, \ldots, N, \quad (5)$$
where $P_k$ denotes the charging power provided by $S_k$ while $P_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum charging power acceptable by the truck’s battery. Restricted by the battery capacity of the truck, $\Delta e_k$ is confined by

$$0 \leq \Delta e_k \leq e_f - (e_k - \hat{P}d_k), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N, \quad (6)$$

where $e_f$ is the full battery of the truck.

Typically, delivery missions have deadlines. However, due to constraints of charging resources, it is not possible to ensure the deadline as a hard constraint. We encode the preference of reaching the destination before the deadline as a soft constraint, as we discuss next.

B. Computing Charging Decisions

When arriving $r_k$ with battery energy $e_k$, upon receiving the anticipated waiting time $\hat{w}_k$ from $S_k$, the truck assumes certain waiting times $\hat{w}_\ell$, $\ell = k + 1, \ldots, N$, for subsequent stations. To compute the charging decisions $b_k$ and $t_k$, one would like to minimize the cost associated with detouring, charging, and waiting. Moreover, we denote by $T_k$ the difference between the delivery deadline and the present time. This is the remaining travel time for charging planning when arriving at $r_k$. Reaching the destination before the deadline is described as a soft constraint. It involves the anticipated overtime $\Delta T_k$ at $r_k$ defined as

$$\Delta T_k = b_k(2d_k + t_k + \hat{w}_k) + \sum_{\ell = k+1}^{N} b_\ell(2d_\ell + t_\ell + \hat{w}_\ell) + \sum_{\ell = k}^{N} \tau_\ell - T_k, \quad (7)$$

which is the difference between the planned total time to complete the mission and the remaining travel time budget according to the deadline. Thus, $\Delta T_k > 0$ indicates the violation of the delivery deadline.

With the charging model and related quantities defined above, the charging problem upon reaching $r_k$ is cast as

$$\begin{align*}
\min_{\{(b_\ell, t_\ell)\}_{\ell = k}^N} \kappa \left( b_k(2d_k + t_k + \hat{w}_k) + \sum_{\ell = k+1}^{N} b_\ell(2d_\ell + t_\ell + \hat{w}_\ell) \right) + \sum_{\ell = k}^{N} \epsilon_\ell b_\ell t_\ell + \max \{ \rho \Delta T_k, 0 \} \\
\text{s.t.} \quad (2) - (7),
\end{align*} \quad (8)$$

where $\kappa$ represents the labor cost per time unit, $\epsilon_\ell$ denotes the electricity cost of $S_\ell$ per charging time unit, and $\rho$ is a tuning parameter for encoding the deadline as a soft constraint. Denote by $\{(b_\ell^*, t_\ell^*)\}_{\ell = k}^N$ the values that attain the minimum of the problem, then the anticipated charging time sending to $S_k$ is the product of $b_k^*$ and $t_k^*$.

In our previous work [9], we have developed a rollout-based method for solving the charging problems approximately. It enables real-time solutions with cheap hardware at little loss of solution quality. The problem may also be solved exactly by a dedicated mixed-integer solver after performing a linearization procedure discussed in [21, Appendix F].
TABLE I
PARAMETER VALUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{max}$</td>
<td>375 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{P}$</td>
<td>1.83 kWh/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_f$</td>
<td>624 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_s$</td>
<td>156 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$</td>
<td>0.36 $\text{C/kWh}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa$</td>
<td>0.4 $\text{C/min}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Real waiting times of individual trucks.

B. Strategy Comparison and Evaluation

We first compute the optimal charging strategy for individual trucks in an offline manner under the assumption of unlimited charging facilities at stations. Subsequently, we apply the proposed charging scheduling approach to each truck. Upon arriving at a ramp, each truck solves the problem (8) in real-time, leveraging the anticipated waiting time provided by the charging station. Then it updates its charging plan at current and future charging stations and applies that only at the current station. Trucks’ real waiting times in their entire trips using the two charging strategies are then evaluated. On average, the computation for an individual truck at one ramp takes 0.0134 seconds on a laptop with an Intel Core™ i7-8665U CPU operating at 1.90GHz with 4 cores and 8 logical processors. The waiting times at future stations are decided through trial and error, and 12 minutes lead to the best overall performance in our tests.

Fig. 5 illustrates the real waiting times of individual trucks following the charging strategies computed offline and at every ramp. For clarity, we sort truck indices according to their waiting times in the two methods while omitting trucks without waiting. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the offline charging strategy causes 22.67 hours of waiting time in total for 48 trucks. The proposed approach reduces this waiting time to 14.30 hours, saving approximately 37% of time for trucks, at the expense of a little communication between trucks and the charging stations they approach.

We further evaluate the occupancy of charging ports and show in Fig. 6 the total charging and waiting times of all trucks at every charging station. On the horizontal axis, the station indices match those in Fig. 4. For simplicity, the offline strategy and the proposed strategy are denoted by OS and PS, respectively. The simulation results indicate that the proposed coordination scheme alleviates the systemic charging congestion by reducing trucks’ average waiting time at a station from 10.9 to 6.9 minutes. It is also worth noting that, while our method improves the charging efficiency on a holistic level, it may result in longer waiting times for some trucks due to the diverse routing, battery levels, and travel time schedules of individual trucks.

In Fig. 7 we present the residual battery of every truck upon reaching their destinations, where the proposed charging coordination scheme is applied. As given in Table I, the least amount of battery for safe operation is considered as 25% of the full battery (i.e., $(156 \times 100)/624 = 25\%$). Fig. 7 illustrates that most trucks complete their delivery missions while consuming all the usable batteries. This is because we consider that charging at home is normally cheaper than at a station and the total charging cost during the trip is minimized in addressing (8). It should be noted that our method can easily be modified to handle scenarios where higher residual batteries are required at destinations, for instance, for follow-up deliveries. Finally, Fig. 8 shows...
trucks’ charging time scheduling at each charging port at two stations. It follows the first-arrive, first-served assigning rule, and the proposed coordination approach is applied.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have studied the charging coordination problem, where a collection of trucks aims to plan where and how long to charge along pre-planned routes for their own benefits, while the charging resources are limited. To facilitate the charging planning of trucks and to mitigate congestion in charging stations, we have proposed a two-layer distributed coordination framework. Built on our earlier work, the trucks compute their charging plans by solving mixed-integer optimization problems, and the stations schedule charging orders according to the first-come, first-served rule. Our scheme only requires simple information exchange between trucks and stations, allows fully distributed computations carried out by them, and enables re-planning by trucks upon approaching each station. We performed numerical studies based on the Swedish road network and compared the results with offline computed charging plans. It was shown that the framework brought great benefits in reducing the collective costs of all parties involved. In future work, we would like to integrate real-time crowd estimation in charging stations to the framework introduced here.
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